Chapter – 2

Study of Conventional Accounting and Financing
Vis-a-Vis Islamic Accounting & Financing System

CONVENTIONAL ACCOUNTING AND FINANCING SYSTEM

2.1 Introduction

Most of the scholarly division may well have an enthusiasm for holding its agreeable position and the little material favorable circumstances getting from circuits of financing having their source specifically or by implication in the business framework, in the extensive expert accounting and auditing enterprises, and so on. The system of “Conventional Accounting and financing” whose sole target in financial information is for it to be helpful in helping certain clients to take their financial choices, the last being taken in a limited, foolhardy and self-intrigued perspective of what is monetary, from the reductive thinking of financial matters.

The point of this section is to study justification of “the objectives, characteristics and results of traditional system and its behavioral ramifications are unacceptable for an Islamic culture, utilizing the social, basic and Islamic scrutinize of customary Accounting”.

The expression "Islamic accounting and financing" can likewise need a transient plus altitudinal ramification. It can be a type of shorthand signifying "Accounting in parts of the world where Islam is the larger part religion amid periods when Islam has been prevailing”. Geologically, “Islamic system would cover North Africa also a vast piece of Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East”, and the regions of the Ottoman Empire, the Indian sub-mainland, quite a bit of South-East Asia besides Indonesia, and in addition extensive portions of the previous Soviet Union. Topographically, "Islamic bookkeeping" would need to incorporate expansive parts of Spain between the 8th &15th centuries (CE), and additionally territories of the Balkans. From a topographical point of view, the idea of "Islamic bookkeeping" might be a dangerous one. Why should we anticipate that there will be any level of shared trait among bookkeeping in the Cordovan caliphate of Al-Andalus around 900CE, bookkeeping in Cairo
around 1100CE, bookkeeping in the “Mughal Empire in India around 1700CE” and bookkeeping in “Java or Sumatra” around 1800CE. These could be named as “Islamic social orders in that Islam” was the predominant belief (however “Java and Sumatra” were in the meantime pioneer belonging of the Dutch), yet was Islam in itself an adequate impact on bookkeeping in these different areas at various circumstances.

However the faulty way of the expression "Islamic system” does not keep us from considering system in these diverse periods and areas. As of late, chronicled investigations of accounting in the “Middle East and the Ottoman Empire” have started to develop, for instance at the 11th “World Congress of Accounting Historians” in 2006 in Nantes (for instance, Orten, 2006), and further research are being introduced at this gathering (“Guvemli and Guvemli, 2007; Orten and Bayirli, 2007; Toraman et al., 2007; Yayla, 2007”). I will take a gander at some of these recorded reviews, with specific accentuation on the operational problems that the reviews raise. I should then reflect the more modern rise of "Islamic bookkeeping" by way of an independent group of information.

2.2 The problems with conventional accounting

Alternative (traditional Accounting) standards may, “for the individual citizen, mean the distinction amongst business and unemployment, dependable items and perilous ones, enhancing encounters and abusive ones, stimulating workplaces and dehumanizing ones, look after the old and sick versus prejudice and hatred. (Tinker, 1985, p xx)”. The paper contends that traditional accounting as far as its targets, attributes and results is a pessimistic constrain from an “Islamic” perspective and characterizes these qualities as the "push variables" requiring the scan for an option “Islamic system”.

In this chapter, an summarize critique of traditional system writing is given. The monetary, social and natural results of customary system are additionally been embraced. The management accounting and the basic accounting identifying with planning and control frameworks likewise been utilized as a part of considering the behavioral impacts of management accounting and financial reporting on management.

2.3 An outline of various accounting and financing critiques

Distinctive evaluate of traditional system call attention to its insufficiencies from their own points of view, many of the issues raised are normal to which Islamic scholastics would
have concerns. A portion of the worries about the use of “customary accounting” to “Islamic social orders” are like that brought by specialists up in different zones.

Despite this, not every one of the worries of Islamic social orders are tended to by these studies, the review endeavors to highlight these distinctions particularly when the principles or proposed measures are not good with an Islamic system.

In spite of the basic perspective at the crucial level, the standard of Western thought-itself ruled and "caught" by entrepreneur, independent and utilitarian belief systems don't enable them to be exceptionally effective. This can be seen from the reality their proposals are not embraced in standard accounting rehearse and don't assume pride of position in standard accounting research.

There is no lack of feedback of traditional system. The feedback started not long after in the wake of accounting begun to develop in noticeable quality and stature in the early piece of this century: this was particularly the case in the USA and the UK where current corporate accounting can be said to begin. Early accounting evaluates were construct for the most part in light of the issue of getting a 'genuine income'. Few scholastics reprimanded the accounting standards and valuation techniques and attempted to implant an ethical cognizance and open soul into the profession. Accounting has confronted perpetually expanding feedback since it turned into an important discipline and profession in the early piece of this century. In its endeavor to wind up plainly a respectable discipline much the same as that of Law and Medicine, the ‘AICPA’ (and their scholastic partners the “American Accounting Association”), endeavored to build up a hypothesis of accounting (AAA, 1936; 1966; 1977).

**Social accounting in conventional system**

The unmistakable quality of accounting and financing as a 'social 'foundation (Roslender, 1992), owes much to the advancement of companies as real business associations in the early piece of this century. Actually, one can state, accounting and financing accomplished noticeable quality as a profession with the development and dispersion of the corporate endeavor in the USA, UK and its spread as the multinational enterprise. It was in the not so distant past that partnerships were generally little; be that as it may, they have turned out to be substantial and hold a lot of influence and riches to such a degree, to the point that some have turned out to be wealthier than specific governments and nations. The
ascent of "Managerial Capitalism" (Chandler, 1977), or "Speculator private enterprise" (Bryer, 1993a) prompted the grouping of influence and riches in the hands of a couple people. This brought about a more prominent accentuation on market proficiency and shareholder esteem in the public arena with the related natural pulverization, agnostic consumerism, riches allocation and social clashes. This wonder additionally offered unmistakable quality to the accounting profession in the appearance of multinational review firms. The scrutinize of these overabundances of the partnership begun in the 1970's the point at which their social expenses ended up noticeably amazing and couldn't be disregarded. This prompted a civil argument with respect to the good and social obligation of enterprises and reached out to corporate accounting and finance, was an endeavor to consolidate the social duty of partnerships in accounting in spite of the fact that it embraced a 'choice helpfulness' system.

A progression of endeavors have been put forth to create expressions on 'targets', traditions and proposes of accounting.

2.4 Monetary activities and social cost

The monetary exercises occupied with by business concerns offer ascent to "social costs" which show themselves from various perspectives, extending from harm that influences human life and wellbeing to mischief to the earth. Keeping in mind the end goal to determine the terms, it ought to be called attention to that the classification of social cost is allotted where such negative impacts: a) could be counteracted, b) emerge throughout a beneficial action and c) could be extended to outsiders. One prerequisite for investigation of such social expenses and aversion of same is that they be transparently recognized, never quieted or covered; this implies they should be distinguished, evaluated in so far as could be allowed and fundamental and completely advised. The present trouble in expressing such expenses – however awesome it may be – ought not be any deterrent to attempting to have them recognized in organizations. Thusly, if the social costs influence the group, it ought to quickly take after from this that the group is completely qualified for think about them. Thus, and for a similar reason, future money streams, one more of the purposes of data to be provided by budgetary reports, might be influenced as well. To put it plainly, helpful data for present or potential financial specialists and lenders. Certain accounting data has a tendency to be "boisterous", to utilize robotic and media communications phrasing, and tosses no light
on significant parts of the financial circumstance of an organization, abandoning it in murkiness or including still more noteworthy haziness.

Significant determination of the issue is unmistakably not in the hands of accounting, however it is felt that thought of it ought to maybe prompt reformulate the scientific classification of costs, so that in arranging them into "fundamental" and "redundant", the previous could be part again into "caused essential costs" (the customary ones) and "non-acquired important expenses".

To rearrange to the most extreme a question that is in actuality considerably more profound, the agent, lender, financial analyst, et cetera are impelled, propelled or lured just by the traditional data in light of the fact that, very separated from other individual interests, amid their time of preparing a specific introduction of the vision of reality held influence. Let us not dismiss the way that organizations, governments, partnerships, and so on, are comprised of such experts.

The theoretical system extend brings about the Statements of financial accounting concepts (FASB, 1985), the attention on speculators and loan bosses in the capital market, the “Social and Environmental Accounting” to perceive, report and uncover social and ecological data prompting their release of responsibility to society.

At last, a basic social viewpoint has created which contends that accounting and financing to control issues i.e. the behavioral issues and the administration control of the individual and society.

2.5 The objectives and assumptions of conventional system

“From the period 1977-1985, the Financial Accounting Standards Board of the United States of America” burned through a huge number of dollars and a great many worker hours attempting to build up some hypothetical reason for accounting as a calculated system. This should be a "reasonable arrangement of between related targets and essentials that recommends the nature, capacities, and points of confinement of monetary accounting and detailing (‘FASB, 1981’). Their venture brought about six "Articulations of Financial Accounting Concepts" (‘SFAC’). SFAC No. 1 (FASB, 1978) states that:

"Financial Reporting give data that is helpful to present and potential financial specialists and creditors and different clients in making sane speculation, credit and comparable choices ... (through the arrangement of data that will push them to assess)..... the
The goal was not new (with the exception of in the significance given to income) as this "choice value" objective, which has turned into the principle worldview of Accounting, had been underscored before the ‘FASB's’ reasonable system extend started. Truth be told the “American Accounting Association” (‘AAA, 1977’) properties Chamber's (1955) article on the "Diagram for a hypothesis of Accounting" as having filled in as the beginning stage for a "choice value" hypothesis of accounting. Every one of the proclamations of “AAA” and the applied structure ventures prompted the strength of this worldview. The standard capital statistical surveying is a result of a specific variation of this worldview i.e. on the total conduct of chiefs (i.e. Advertise players) as delineated by changes in security costs.

The change of accentuation from stewardship to choice helpfulness or 'choice in developments from the AICPA’s Study Group provides details regarding objectives. He fights that the conventional stewardship part dependably required considering administration's adequacy and proficiency, in spite of the propensity to legitimate this inclination towards choice helpfulness as a "higher type of stewardship". The distinction is not unnecessary but rather computed to underscore the instructive part of accounting being viewed as pivotal to the productive designation of society's assets by people, ventures and government. Joined with office hypothesis and positive accounting hypothesis, this turned into the prevailing worldview of accounting in the 1990's; selection by the “FASB's” reasonable structure extend most likely added to its focal part. Truth be told, choice value has turned into the predominant worldview of all ensuing calculated structures since the “FASB's” first professions on the issue (for instance, “IASC, 1989; ASB, 1992”).

On the substance of it, the expression "choice value" appears to be sane, harmless, and impeccably worthy from an Islamic viewpoint. Be that as it may, when one analyzes the idea top to bottom, various issues emerge. These incorporate (a) the financial ecological setting in which it was produced and in this manner the earth under which it might be suitable; (b) the monetary suspicions basic choice helpfulness, the under-determination and achievability of 'social welfare'; (c) the choice clients who are focused on; and (d) the societal suppositions fundamental choice value.

“The financial assets, which is allotted by the market component and the viability of people (through purchasing, offering or holding offers and securities) and endeavors, markets
and government in apportioning rare assets among contending uses is upgraded (i.e. apportioned to ventures that utilization them effectively) if the individuals who settle on financial choices have data with respect to the standing and execution of business". ("FASB, 1978, p 5-8")

In this unique circumstance, focused markets are viewed as a significant factor in asset allotment in the economy (notwithstanding government whose mediation is disapproved of). In this manner, "choice value depends vigorously upon the dialect of selfish reasonability, markets and financial productivity to depict accounting issues and decipher accounting occasions" (‘Williams, 1987’).

While, these targets might be legitimate in the created economies of the West, it may not be reasonable in economies, for example, those of Muslim nations where the financial truths are distinctive. For instance, numerous Muslim nations don't have built up or created stock trades. Numerous enterprises are government claimed. A huge area of the economy is non-adapted and most people are included in agribusiness which does not deliver immense money related surpluses.

In such circumstances, a choice value type of accounting focused towards market members does not make a lot of social or monetary sense with the exception of as an instrument for abroad entrepreneurs inspired by appropriating the abundance of these nations. In Muslim nations where stock trades are genuinely grown, (for example, Malaysia), the 'choice helpfulness' introduction serves an indistinguishable part from in the West with a similar undesirable results of monetary hyper reality, these outcomes are not alluring from an Islamic point of view. In this way, the premise and pushed system should be changed.

**Social Welfare**

The presentation of the expression "social welfare" prompts a greater number of inquiries than answers. Social welfare clearly implies the welfare and decency of the group. In any case, "welfare" and "goodness" again rely on upon the esteem arrangement of the group. In spite of the fact that there are likenesses in good values (Kant’s – straight out goals), the pioneer and post-innovator patterns of Western human progress are not indistinguishable with Islam and have numerous distinctions.

Thus, “social welfare” in Islam may mean evenhanded appropriation of riches in an Islamic economy, measure up to dissemination in the comrade framework, and grouping of
riches to the ones who make utilization of chance in the entrepreneur framework. Another case would be maybe, in the West, welfare might be measured more in material terms, while the Muslim may exchange off some arrival for religion (El-Ashker, 1987) or other moral goals. Indeed, even in the West, moral financial specialists may exchange off some money related return for moral/religious qualities (EIRIS, 1993). Henceforth, social welfare might be socially characterized.

Regardless of the possibility that “social welfare” is characterized in immaculate monetary terms, the arrangement of choice valuable accounting data may not prompt its accomplishment as a result of the operation of the purported "Lipsey-Lancaster Theorem".

In specific cases, firms may wish to confine data revelation i.e. for the situation where a firm adventures a crevice in the market and endeavors arbitrage openings and for the situation where they have thought of better methods of creation because of their innovative work exercises. For this situation, the divulgence of segmental data "helpful to clients" would prompt the passage of contenders bringing about misfortune with respect to the firm uncovering the segmental data. Laughlin and Puxty (1981) contend that this capacity to keep exchange privileged insights (non-exposure of data) is imperative if there is to be ceaseless motivator to grow new items and administrations and the proceeded with operation of organizations.

**Decision usefulness**

Accounting is typically observed as an unpredictable arrangement of socially impartial systems which are sans esteem and target. Utilizing the General Systems theory structure, they state that accounting, environment, society, associations' and so on, are all frameworks, which cooperate. These frameworks can be conceptualized and their cooperation considered in an unexpected way. They declare that part of accounting can be better comprehended if the world in which it is accepted to work is made express.

The accounting is expected as society, under which accounting works, is a universe of equivalent people (or gatherings) who are allowed to act (liberal) and to express decision through activities in business sectors (monetary) and activities in the political (majority rule) field. The role of the government is to keep up their opportunity and be unbiased as for serving specific intrigue bunches in the public arena. Henceforth an individual's flexibility is principal and all are similarly capable and allowed to practice their political and financial
decisions through the polling station and in the market. The self-intrigued quest for monetary productivity guarantees that benefit and financial development is amplified improving society off (fiscally). An ethic of utilitarianism is expected which assesses an activity regarding its outcomes or utility (measured by benefits, money streams and GNP).

The choice convenience is a regularizing avocation for bookkeepers and the accounting profession acting under such an origination of society. Such a general public is assailed with inconsistencies. All things considered, individuals are not similarly blessed monetarily, mentally and socially. It is capable gatherings acting to their greatest advantage, which decide. Choice convenience is seen by Gray et al. (1996) has having numerous inside disagreements e.g. the money related measure of societal riches and its circulation. This occasionally prompts irregularities where natural debasement is included as an expansion GDP. The expanding hole amongst rich and poor is not addressed in such a general public. It has no space for natural or moral values other than self-intrigued utilitarianism.

In this way accounting which accentuates the allure of activities by its money related results (i.e. benefits as a 'decent') underpins a specific good position and supports a specific conduct, which is spoken to as "good" by accounting numbers.

In addressing why a gifted gathering, for example, bookkeepers ought to apply such a great amount of push to guarantee the wealthiest and most capable gathering in the public eye turn out to be as yet wealthier and all the more capable, Gray et al. (1996) reason that:

"The connections between individual self-intrigue (‘ravenousness’ as showed in regular monetary, back and accounting writing) and social welfare can't be illustrated. It is ambiguously conceivable that such a connection exists-and in particular conditions may really do as such – yet it can't be show to hold for ordinary western financial aspects”. (“Dim et al., 1996, p 20”)

Furthermore, in this way "Choice value has minimal positive esteem ... (as).the research literature (indicates)....that current money related articulations don't speak to the data that financial specialists generally desire... (therefore). ...there is no support for the regulating position of choice usefulness....if it is to be helpful, why would it be advisable for it to be just valuable to speculators? ....we can just legitimize such a suspicion in a flawless liberal monetary world”. (In the same place., p 74-75).
The asymmetry of choice helpfulness emerges from the non-substitutability of the double pretended by it; as a basis for making judgments about the estimation of accounting information and as a clarification of the wonder the accounting information. The outcome of this asymmetry is that inconsistencies are made; for instance, on account of the “FASB” extend between “SFAC 1”, objective and the limitations forced in “SFAC2”, Qualitative attributes. As indicated by Williams, there is no fundamental property to clarify these imperatives on the generation of accounting information. Responsibility then again, is a more suitable rule as it suggests limitations and has reasonableness as an inalienable property.

It likewise infers an ethical measurement to accounting, which thus has results for the outline of accounting frameworks and semantic translations of accounting numbers. Names, for example, benefit, profits, commitment and so on go up against various implications if characterized from a point of view of reasonableness as opposed to choice helpfulness.

2.6 The dysfunctional effects of decision usefulness

The choice handiness which can prompt a conceivable broken approach choice of associations as a result of accounting measures which depend on clients' needs. It is proposed an option structure of hierarchical control which can prompt social welfare (under determined conditions). So, interior and outer accounting ought to be composed in such a path to address the issues of the association i.e. the substance ought to be with the end goal that it increments hierarchical adequacy as far as objective accomplishment.

Under this system, the significant capacity of accounting is go about as a controller to decrease the impact of ecological unsettling influences on the association in light of the fact that the aggravations make it troublesome for the association to accomplish its targets by changes in the controllable components (internal accounting). Another control demonstrates proposed is to utilize both accounting and frameworks configuration to specifically endeavor to influence the natural state so that the targets may be facilitated by making the ecological imperatives less harming.

By utilizing the actuation commitment hypothesis, it is expressed that an association keeps on existing the length of its instigations to members is more prominent than the commitments it needs from them. For whatever length of time that this happens, it is contributing towards social welfare (in any event that of the members). The creators endeavor to extend this contention to the entire of society by assuming that "a reasonable society in
course of advancement relies on upon the proceeded with suitability of the undertakings which constitute it. Since practicality infers control, societal welfare relies on upon adjusting the endeavors' capacity to control their association with society.

2.7 The characteristics of conventional accounting, the problem with accounting principles

Financial reports under customary accounting are set up as per certain ideas, which are differently alluded to as hypothesizes, standards traditions and ideas. Accounting standards might be characterized as general choice guidelines gotten from the destinations and hypothetical ideas of accounting, that administer the advancement of accounting methods. It incorporates the historical cost, revenue, matching, objectivity and full-revelation, conservatism, materiality and the consistency and likeness ideas as standards. Belkaoui orders the fiscal estimation and substance ideas as hypothesizes.

Accounting principles

Accounting information delivered in understanding to these principles is regularly advanced as target, nonpartisan, unquestionable and solid. Nonetheless, even the monetary results delivered by the records arranged under these standards. It is contended that accounting was "untruthful" as it comprised of 'unsound accounting principles' which he asserted depended on 'practicality as opposed to reality'.

Financial statements arranged under these principles deceived investors since it neglected to consider current values (values in return) of assets and rather utilized historical (original) costs and supporting them regarding a 'going concern' hypothesis. The unwillingness of bookkeepers to perceive hidden benefits drives the investor to settle on wrong monetary choices on loaning, purchasing and offering securities.

The historic cost rule was pertinent when organizations were proprietor overseen, where the capacity of accounting was "counting" the costs of a venture or project. As the venture or project was of brief term, recorded cost sufficed to track the cost and benefits accumulated to the end of the venture as no external parties depended on this information. The development of bank credit propagated this rule on the grounds that the bank required just a conservative estimate of the value of the net resources of the borrower to ensure the return of loan. An under-valuation because of historic cost would be that greatly improved
and the conservatism idea would guarantee that present resources were written down in value, if its cost was higher than the overall market cost. Accordingly, the “Accounting principles” were adequate for this period, as the bookkeeper could fulfill both the interest of the investor by being moderate, and the representative/proprietor would not be deluded as the later knew the genuine estimation of his assets independent of the accountant. The bookkeeper, left with the topic of esteeming non-marketable fixed assets developed his hypothesis of the going concern so he could legitimize its valuation regarding its unique cost less depreciation for maintenance and renewal.

Mergers and Acquisitions prompted greater and greater cooperation controlled by non-proprietor administration. This prompted a circumstance where numerous small shareholders were completely dependent on financial statements information to settle their investment decisions. The accounting principles prompted to the preparation of financial statement which 'frequently permit chiefs and executives of an organization to enrich themselves at the expense of the stockholders in a most agreeable and legitimate way'.

The prudence and realization principle is likewise not suitable in spite of the fact that a fixed asset might be conveyed for a long term, investors change during this period. Henceforth, if investors are not given the market values, this supports, the insider who can purchase up the shares, knowing the genuine estimations of the benefits and rake in the benefit at the time of realization, in this manner as a result duping the previous shareholder who might have sold his shares for a value not as much as its value.

The money measurement concept additionally creates issues as it infers just movement, which is quantifiable as far as cash, are recorded and announced. This may forget exercises, which are named externalities since they are excessively troublesome, making it impossible to measure however which have grave results to society. Facilitate, the most imperative resource, the human resource is not recorded on a balance sheet.

The accounting principles additionally prompt distinctive profit figures for comparable organizations. This is because of the distinctions in the strategies for figuring depreciation and the quantum and timing of income and expense acknowledgment. These income determination issues turn out to be more intense in an Islamic domain since, Islam does not permit pre-orchestrated settled return speculations and in this manner the income calculation is the best way to determine returns on an Islamic venture.
2.8 The micro consequences of conventional accounting - behavioral problems

The execution of decision making and control strategies, for example, budgeting, variance analysis and performance measurements prompt certain inspirations and conduct inside the association. Despite the fact that these accounting procedures at first glance appear to make people in charge of the monetary outcomes of their activities and choices, it appears that a break has emerged amongst responsibility and accounting which brings about contrary human and social results. The individualistic endeavor culture, grounded in market-based rationality, which goes with the presentation of these procedures, may prompt general lessening in adequacy and debilitate responsibilities regarding administration and collegial relations.

It was found that when the individual disguises the objectives, qualities and convictions of the association, his activities will probably relate with the exercises sought by the firm. Thusly, as individual part struggle diminishes, work strain diminishes with an ensuing lessening in useless conduct.

From the above exchange, it can be seen that management accounting instruments, for example, budgeting, variance analysis and performance measurements accounting have negative individual and social outcomes. These results are likewise not worthy from an Islamic point of view. This calls for option “Islamic system” procedures to initiate more proper Islamic conduct.

2.9 Conventional system critique: an Islamic perspective

This gives rise to various financial destinations, distinctive standards and diverse monetary frameworks. The ramifications of these distinctions for accounting were discussed briefly. This section has so far attempted a survey of traditional accounting to an Islamic viewpoint.

From an Islamic perspective, the joy of God is a definitive point and "falāḥ" - accomplishment on the planet and the great beyond, - a definitive goal. Consequently, social and individual welfare and personal satisfaction is not simply measured in material terms but rather both spiritual and material. Islam has far reaching standards and expands leads in the
financial, social and political field. Subsequently utilitarian social welfare is the aim of Islam and in this manner ought to be the point of a Muslim society.

From the Qur’an extreme aversion of imbalance and convergence of riches among chose gatherings of individuals, Muslim society would absolutely not to try to advance just shareholders and even less creditors (since interest is prohibited). Its burden of the halal/haram polarity in exchanges is intended to guarantee fair speculation and income. With the inconvenience of Zakat, Sadaqah (philanthropy) and Infaq (any kind spending endorsed by the Shariah) as wealth redistribution measures, Islam tries to have impartial dissemination of wealth to all individuals from society. Along these lines profiting and unbridled utilization is not the goal or even an imperative goal in Muslim life. In this way, the shareholder/creditors introduction and thus the 'choice helpfulness' goal of conventional system might be unsatisfactory from an Islamic perspective, considering the size, control and the social outcomes of business associations of today.

From an examination of the Qur'an, Hadith and the Shariah, the goals of Islamic system would appear to be the evasion of questions and (subsequently debate) between gatherings by guarantee fairness accounting (Al-Qur'an 11:84-85, 6:152). Different goals may seem to be the fair exchange and circulation of property rights and wealth (Al-Qur'an 4:29), other than guaranteeing an evenhanded base for ascertaining Zakat.

In spite of the fact that, the above verse clearly alludes to composing of obligation contracts, it would not be too implausible to stretch out it to accounting. For instance, Littleton (1966) has said that among alternate precursors of current accounting, credit and composing are two vital preconditions for the rise of systematic accounting under stewardship accounting. Financial specialists are practically much the same as lenders, their capital is similar to a credit (a risk of the business to its proprietors), which must be paid back excepting losses or with the expansion of the concurred share of benefit.

2.10 UnIslamic consequences of conventional system

From an Islamic point of view, the apparently inflexible privatization projects are stressing. As indicated by Islamic standards, vitality, water and pastureland (mutually imperative assets, for example, clean air and navigational corridors) ought to be freely possessed and not subject to private proprietorship. Sadly, the privatization pattern is being rehashed in Muslim nations like Pakistan and Malaysia. In perspective of the way that these
nations for the most part don't have straightforward and responsible governments, the privatization impacts are ostensibly more regrettable in light of the fact that they redistribute riches to comrades of legislators and also increment the average cost for basic items for its natives. If there should arise an occurrence of Malaysia, for instance, privatization of sewerage administrations has brought about purchasers and organizations being charged on their water use and property valuation rather than their real utilization of these administrations. This has brought about benefit benefits for the sewerage Company (which is a monopoly). The foundations of toll thruways, which have assumed control existing open inter states and constrained extreme charges on the general population for a long time, have subjugated eras of citizens to the new companies. The absence of relating and successful guard dog organizations which are made in the West is likewise stressing; when administrations are privatized, these bodies are either absolutely missing or are little and ineffectual "caught" administrative offices which are the skeletons of the administration bodies which have been privatized. It is traditional Accounting with its talk of effectiveness, which gives both the "ammo" and "legitimization" (Burchell et al., 1980) and loans legitimating to these privatization works out.
2.11 Histories of Islamic accounting and financing

Moderately couple of verifiable reviews covering accounting in Muslim nations have showed up in English-dialect diaries, so it ought not be an unexpected that the authors of general histories of bookkeeping have pretty much nothing in the event that anything to say in regards to accounting in these areas. “Chatfield (1977)”, for instance, marks just fleeting references to bookkeeping in antiquated “India (p. 34, p. 203),” yet his story aspect moves from bookkeeping in traditional “Greece and Rome” through the outdated English estate to the rise of methodical business accounting in “medieval Italy”. It is enticing for researchers to ask whether twofold passage accounting grew altogether in ‘Italy’, or whether the Italian signs of twofold section, in the frame both of surviving business and urban records and of books, for example, Pacioli’s Summa, mirrored the impact of before, Eastern, bookkeeping advancements. At least one economic historian, “Alfred Lieber”, had guaranteed such an impact for more broad business rehearses: The vendors of Italy and other European nations got their first instruction in the utilization of complex business techniques from their partners on the opposite side of the Mediterranean, a large portion of whom were Muslims, despite the fact that a couple were Jews or Christians. (Lieber, 1968, p.230).

The potential part of Jewish shippers exchanging the Middle East in transmitting bookkeeping strategies has been examined by Parker (1989) and Scorgie (1994a). Scorgie (1994b), utilizing parts of archives dating from the end of the 11th and the start of the 12th centuries CE, which had been found in a storeroom of a Cairo synagogue, recognizes records that can be perused as early forms of a journal and a list of debits and credits. This is one of the few references to unique bookkeeping records in the chronicled writing of Islamic system, and it signals up one of the methodological issues emerging from the utilization of the expression "Islamic accounting". The records talked about by Scorgie (1994b) were composed in Arabic, however were created by Jews instead of Muslims. The greater part of the staying English-dialect verifiable writing depends on secondary literature instead of essential bookkeeping records. Hamid et al. (1995) utilize Arabic reference books and reading material on managerial science from the 10th century CE to talk about how the Islamic state controlled significant amounts of income and expenditure. They perceive that portrayals in course books don't really imply that the works on being depicted were really attempted, yet they are set up to theorize on connections amongst Muslim and Western
system: If, as appears to be likely, all around created accounting and financing frameworks existed in the Arabic or Muslim world, it appears to be similarly likely that resulting improvement of accounting frameworks and other financing instruments somewhere else could have been impacted by those current frameworks. The accounting and financing control rehearses in the Muslim world amid medieval circumstances, especially in the second half of the tenth century, would be no exception. (“Hamid et al., 1995, p. 323”).

Zaid (2000a) portrays governmental accounting frameworks fixating on the utilization of the jaridah (journal) as the fundamental record of exchanges. He noticed the scope of various orders of bookkeeping, covering agricultural, construction and monetary exercises, and the part of the "auditor" as a kind of evaluator. The sequence of Zaid's portrayals is somewhat hazy, as he has all the earmarks of being utilizing sources from the fourteenth and mid fifteenth centuries CE to report frameworks that he recommends were being utilized by the Abbasid caliphate around 750-850 CE. Zaid brings up parallels amongst practices and phrasing found in Islamic system and those seen in late-medieval Italian system, however his recommendations that Islamic system influenced Italian system are theoretical. Zaid (2000b) broadly expounds to examine the part of al-kateb – the clerk or bookkeeper and the capabilities expected of the individuals who sought to take up this part. These capabilities guaranteed that al-kateb would be actually skillful, knowledgeable in the Islamic Shariah law (especially the law of business exchanges – fiqhumuamalat), and respectable and dependable. Once more, Zaid guesses that the Islamic al-kateb was like the Western bookkeeper, and credits this to exchange connects between the European and Muslim universes.

It is noteworthy historiographical that Zaid (2000a) felt it important to indicate connects amongst Islamic and Italian system. The title of his paper "Were Islamic records antecedents to accounting books in light of the Italian strategy" is not by any stretch of the imagination spellbinding of the paper's substance (which don't talk about particular Islamic records and just theorize about conceivable connections), however finds the paper as in any event suggesting that Islamic system was an impact on the double entry system frameworks that Pacioli and others marked "the Italian technique". Consequently Zaid offers his paper as a commitment to the look for the beginnings of twofold passage; the suggestion being that twofold section couldn't have been concocted by the Italians, yet more likely than not originated from somewhere else. Nobes (2001) safeguards the Italian root of twofold section, proposing that the parallels that Zaid recognizes between certain Islamic practices and Italian partners are not proof of impact. Be that as it may, what really considers "prove"? In a
reaction to Nobes, Zaid (2001, p. 216) watch: The subject of the "twofold section framework" requires additionally innovative work about "who" was in charge of its improvement, and "where" and "when" it developed. At present no indisputable confirmation exists regarding "who" built up the "twofold section framework". All that we do know is that it was utilized as a part of the Italian republics. In spite of the fact that it affirm that at present no proof has been found that the "twofold section framework" was created by Muslim researchers or others outside (or inside) the Italian republics, the likelihood of an direct or indirect commitment by Muslim bookkeeping researchers to the advancement of the "twofold passage framework" through their system, bookkeeping frameworks, recording methodology and reports, can't be discounted. This probability exists given the impact of Muslim merchants on the acts of their Italian partners.

Zaid come back to an investigation of Islamic system history in 2004, in a paper that develops his prior examinations of legislative systems and the obligations of al-kateb. In this paper, Zaid clarifies in more detail how the requirement for government bookkeeping was made by the accumulation and payment of Zakat, the Islamic religious assessment or commitment, and the vast amounts of goods that were created from the wars of development in the period after the demise of the Prophet Muhammad. Zaid recommends that victory and colonization were critical calculates the spread of bookkeeping, and notes that this procedure could give a clarification to the “Bahi-Khata” bookkeeping frameworks found in India (Lall Nigam, 1986). Here, Zaid (2004, p. 150) supports the recommendation of Scorgie (1990) that bookkeeping in India before British colonization was probably going to mirror the impact of Islamic system through the Muslim Mughal intruders. Zaid additionally alludes positively to one of the soonest chronicled investigations of Islamic system, in which Solas and Otar (1994) talk about government bookkeeping around 1300 CE in the range that is presently Iran. Once more, Solas and Otar don't seem to have admittance to essential sources, and depend on a contemporary composition to portray the bookkeeping framework. Inquisitively, this has all the earmarks of being a similar composition that structures the premise of Zaid's different reviews and in addition that of Hamid et al. (1995).

So the recorded confirmation on "Islamic bookkeeping", at any rate that accessible in English, is thin, dependent on few secondary sources, and just now starting to investigate essential documents. Despite the fact that researchers are working inside different societies, not the conventional Western societies contemplated by most accounting historians, there is an enticement to search for indications of twofold passage keeping in mind the end goal to
give confirmation of an impact on Italian system, instead of considering Islamic system frameworks all alone terms. It might be that the useful issues of recording exchanges and protecting assets were essentially the same for Islamic states and traders concerning their Western partners, in which case it would not astound if comparable arrangements were found to these issues. But instead than starting with an assumption of likeness, it might be more valuable to consider the degree to which contrasts in social, political, monetary and broader social conditions, also religion, are probably going to show themselves in contrasts in accounting and financing.

2.12 A cutting edge literature of Islamic system

In the event that Islamic accounting and financing history is just barely rising as a concentration of research, a more current writing of Islamic system has been becoming in the course of recent years or more. Interlinked monetary, social and political changes since the late 1960s have generously expanded the wealth held by Muslims in the meantime as giving a more noteworthy longing to utilize this wealth in ways predictable with the standards of Islam. Most nations with a larger part Muslim populace were either involved as provinces of Western nations or were unequivocally under Western impact, until after the Second World War. The fundamental special case, Turkey, had embraced purposely common approaches and sought the West for its bookkeeping hones “(Orten, 2006; Orten and Bayirli, 2007)”. Regardless of whether at the time or freedom or subsequently of a later inward insurgency, nations, for example, Pakistan and Iran deliberately recognized themselves as "Islamic" republics and planned to embrace Islamic laws – the Shariah – for all parts of human life including monetary collaboration. The noteworthy and continuing wealth exchanges to the Middle East after the oil value ascents of the mid 1970s gave another component empowering the formation of Islamic money related organizations. Albeit just a couple of nations have guaranteed full Islamisation for their economies, others have energized the arrangement of Islamic fund by both committed Islamic banks and more conventional banks offering "Islamic windows" – isolate areas of the banks dedicated to showcasing Shariah-agreeable monetary products. This pattern has spread into nations with critical Islamic minorities, for example, the United Kingdom, where two of the huge four retail banks “(HSBC and Lloyds TSB)” offer Islamic banking products and a committed “Islamic Bank of Britain” were approved by the “Financial Services Authority in 2004”. All the more as of late, the British
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Gordon Brown, has called for Britain to be "the worldwide place for Islamic system (Brown, 2006)".

In an early review, “Gambling and Karim (1986)” recognized and talked about elements influencing the Islamic people group, which they considered prone to impact any Islamic system framework and Islamic clients' needs identifying with financial reporting. These elements incorporated the impact of the “Qur'an and Sunnah” on preparers and clients, the disallowance of riba (once in a while deciphered as usury however more normally as any intrigue whatsoever. (Mulhem, 2002), the utilization of uncommonly organized exchanges to supplant more conventional arrangements that consolidate interest, the central obligation of all Muslims to pay the religious "assessment Zakah”, and the significance of the Islamic researchers and legal scholars, whose parts are not quite the same as their reciprocals in different religions. Betting and Karim (1986) talked about the estimation standards supporting Zakah, which is a type of wealth tax in view of the present estimation of specific resources, yet they didn't build up a thorough Islamic bookkeeping hypothesis.

This last component was to be tended to in more detail by “Gambling and Karim” in a book distributed in 1991. They contend that since Muslims need to comply with Shariah in all parts of their life, including accounting and financing, they would have a tendency to take after a regulating deductive approach in setting their accounting and financing standards. These would be derived from the principles of Shariah. Since a key inspiration for financial reporting, as per “Gambling and Karim (1991)”, the arrangement of data significant for Zakah, the idea of conservatism is not applicable for Islamic money related detailing purposes, nor is the utilization of historical cost, which is supported essentially by the idea of conservatism. Moreover, the classification of assets in balance sheet ought to be done in a way that distinguishes what wealth is liable to Zakah. The valuation of current assets in light of current market values will prompt the recognition in financial statement of the difference between cost and market values; this difference is assessable as per Shariah, yet not distributable. Betting and Karim (1991) additionally contend that since the bookkeeping framework in light of Zakah estimations would analyze every exchanges as per their impact on assets and liabilities and proprietors' value, this would move the concentration of Islamic financial reporting from an revenue-expense approach to an asset-liability approach for income measurement purposes, which infers that the income acknowledgment and matching principles would be turned out to be less noteworthy.
Lewis (2001) talked about the impact of “Islam on accounting and financing”, and presumed that ideas of full exposure and social responsibility are basic in Islamic system. Lewis promote contended that from an Islamic viewpoint, the idea of full disclosure is at change with thoughts of window-dressing, innovative bookkeeping, and legal form over substance. Furthermore, the Islamic idea of social responsibility makes it clear that the Islamic bookkeeper's prime commitment is to the Umma (the Islamic people group).

Hamid et al. (1993) took after a similar course and talked about the probable impact of Islamic culture on accounting and financing, and the universal harmonization of system. They contended that Islam has the potential for impacting the structure, fundamental ideas and the components of bookkeeping in the Islamic world. This is on the grounds that the fundamental business ethos inferred in the Islamic framework incorporates similarity with Islamic law, the position against riba, the inconvenience of Zakah, and the option business game plans. The denial of riba, they guaranteed, implies that a large portion of the marking down based bookkeeping methods are inadmissible from the Islamic perspective. What's more, the burden of Zakah spots asset valuation in a religious setting. Current market values ought to be utilized. Likewise, numerous things in the traditional asset report don't have a "true referent", and don't speak to riches in the genuine sense (so are not subject to Zakah). Consequently assets, for example, goodwill, income tax benefits and capitalized expenses couldn't discover a place in an Islamic system concentrating on Zakah. An accentuation on Zakah would render the customary monetary record determined under traditional system rehearses improper as a vehicle for Islamic accounting and financing needs.

“Khan (1994)” additionally contended that the data needs of an Islamic culture are very not quite the same as those of an industrialist society. He gave a structure to Islamic system in light of the exclusive hypothesis. His method of reasoning for this was a claim that Islam does not perceive the limited liability concept, so organizations ought to be viewed as essentially expansions of their proprietors, not as partitioned substances in their own privilege. He advance contended that Shariah bolsters the revaluation of assets. Reliable with “Gambling and Karim (1991), Hamid et al. (1993) and Gambling (1994)”, Khan proposed to utilize the arrangement of bookkeeping supported by R. J. Chambers known as "continuously contemporary accounting", contending that if this technique were utilized, there would be no requirement for the going concern assumption, and the assurance of benefits would be more straightforward and objective, using an asset-liability approach.
Notwithstanding the impact of Zakah calculation and the denial of enthusiasm on accounting and financial reporting, “Baydoun and Willett (1997)” examined the impact of religion on social qualities, which thusly influence accounting and financing practices. They proposed that submitted Muslims could utilize accounting and financing to give a chance to show consistence with religious prerequisites. The Muslim's apparent association with God gives rise, they claim; to an alternate and more extensive idea of responsibility than that which underlines current “western-based accounting” and financing rehearse. Also, the Islamic people group has the privilege to think about the impacts of the operations of an association on its prosperity. This study recommended that current cost accounting would better address the issues of Muslims than historic cost accounting. In another article, “Baydoun and Willett (2000)” considered the substance of Islamic corporate reports. They contended that the historical value balance sheet ought to at present be utilized in light of the issues related with current value, for example, reliability. Be that as it may, this study recommended that a current value proclamation ought to likewise be a piece of Islamic corporate reports. The principles of full exposure and social responsibility require Islamic organizations to issue such an announcement, and current value information is likewise essential for the assurance of Zakah. An intriguing proposition is that Islamic corporate reports ought to incorporate a value added statement. “Baydoun and Willett (2000)” legitimized this since they looked at that as an Islamic culture would wish for more prominent consciousness of the social effect of firm exercises. A value added statement element execution from a group perspective rather than concentrating on proprietors, which is reliable with the Islamic view that organizations are responsible to the group. This study claimed that an income statement debases “Islamic values” during its singular concentrate on single measurement of firm execution and an accentuation on the self to the detriment of group. They proposed consigning the income statement to the notes to the records. Moreover, they contended that Islamic reports ought to contain considerably more broad information about social expenses and advantages made by the Islamic association. For similar reasons given by “Baydoun and Willett (2000), Suleiman (2000)” upheld the utilization of both current value asset reports and balance sheet and value added statement as a component of Islamic business ventures' corporate reports.

The recommendation that Islam may affect accounting, financing and reporting has been examined utilizing a scope of techniques. “Sulaiman (1998) tried Baydoun and Willett's” contention that current value balance sheet and value added statement would serve
the requirements of Muslims to a more noteworthy degree than “historic cost balance sheet and income statements”.

2.13 The Islamic View of the Concepts and Elements of the accounting and financing- Theoretical Framework.

There have been contentions (e.g. Adnan and Gaffikin, 1997; Gambling and Karim, 1991; Shihadah, 1987; Zaid, 1995) that the Shariah will influence how the segments of a calculated structure for accounting and financing ought to be seen. Accounting and financing ought to be the same as different parts of Muslim life in that it ought to be founded on the arrangements of Shariah. Be that as it may, this appears to take into account two option methods for building up an Islamic conceptual structure for accounting and financing. One approach is set up ideas and goals in a deductive way from crucial Islamic standards. To some degree, this was the approach embraced in the standardizing writing evaluated in the past area. The other approach is to begin with the ideas built up in modern accounting and financing and test them against Shariah. Practically speaking, “AAOIFI” received the second approach (Karim, 1995, p.289), on the premise that not all accounting and financing issues would be influenced by the arrangements of Shariah; a few exchanges and bookkeeping ideas have no religious ramifications. In this segment, components from the Western theoretical structure for money related announcing will be examined in the light of Shariah. The components chose are those broadly talked about in the writing on Islamic system.

2.14 The Objectives of Accounting and financing System from the Islamic Perspective

On an essential Islamic level, God obliges Muslims to record their exchanges, ”Oye who accept, when you manage each other, in exchanges including future commitments in a settled timeframe, reduce them to writing; let a copyist record steadfastly as between the gatherings.(Qur'an, sura al-baqarah 2: 282)”. Islam therefore gives a general rule to the recording and revealing of exchanges ‘(Lewis, 2001, p.114)’. Islam's accentuation on such recording demonstrates the significance of satisfying rights and commitments. This is identified with the Islamic conviction that uncertainty and instability should be expelled from between individual plans” (Askary and Clarke, 1997, p.142)”.
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Also, the Islamic perspective of responsibility makes distinctive targets for “accounting and financing”. The Islamic perspective of responsibility depends on two primary topics. The first of these is the idea of “Tawhid”, which suggests add up to accommodation to God's will, and adherence to the religious prerequisites in all parts of life. Muslims need to dedicate themselves to God as the key part of their conduct. “Baydoun and Willett (1997, p.6)” recommend that this idea offers ascend to a more extensive idea of responsibility than that present in Western social orders. In the Islamic system, all individuals are responsible to God on the Day of Judgment for their activities amid their lives. The word hisab (account) seems more than eighty times in various verses of the Qur'an “(Askary and Clarke, 1997, p.142)”. Allah assesses all things (Qur'an, sura al-nisa 4:86): everybody is responsible to God. The second primary subject is the idea of proprietorship in Islam. God is a definitive proprietor of everything. God has selected man his vice-regent (khalifa) on earth and depended him with stewardship of God's belonging “(Lewis, 2001, p.110)”. This does not infer that Islam does not perceive private possession. Everybody has the privilege to claim property, yet the possession is not outright. A man holds property in trust for God, and ought to utilize this property as per God's will. The primary target for accounting and financing in Islam is therefore to satisfy responsibility to God. This plainly separates the Islamic system from that of the western model, where responsibility to partners, for example, proprietors is given priority. Organizations and people need to maintain the decisions of Shariah in all exchanges they attempt. This incorporates abstaining from acquiring or loaning with interest, fabricating liquor, and betting. Another target of detailing is to show consistence with Shariah, which is viewed as comparable to taking after God's will.

Islam accentuates social equity. The payment of Zakah is a case of such accentuation. Zakah is one of the five "mainstays of Islam". Accounting and financing assumes an imperative part in empowering Muslims to satisfy this religious obligation. Adnan and “Gaffikin (1997, p.121)” propose that the introduction of system towards satisfying the responsibility of people to God suggests that the accounting and financing information empowers people to represent their Zakah. This target prompted the cases examined in the past segment that records arranged under Islamic standards ought to utilize current values as opposed to historic costs. The suggestion for organizations is that they ought to give information to help Muslims attempt their religious obligations “(Maali et al, 2006)”.

The fundamental goal of Islamic responsibility should be supplemented by backup destinations to promote operationalise and refine the concepts in practice. This research
discusses three backup targets for Islamic system; (i) Shariah consistence, (ii) the correct estimation and division of “Zakat”, (iii) the evenhanded and reasonable dispersion of wealth produced by an association.

2.15 Shariah Consistence

The principal auxiliary target is empowering the exercises of the element to be controlled to be in accordance with the Shariah. This was at that point incompletely shrouded in the fundamental target however particular data on Shariah consistence would be a primary piece of the Islamic system. Here, not exclusively is the prompt Shariah importance of halal (allowed) exercises and shirking of precluded (haram) exercises implied, additionally a more extensive more far reaching perspective of the Shariah, “including the protection of the environment”. Shockingly, the instance of “Islamic banks” appears to demonstrate that Shariah consistence has turned into a specialized consistence with fiqh legitimate gadgets. For instance, the huge utilization of “mark-up (Murabah) financing” does not appear to understand the goals of the Islamic monetary framework intended for setting Islamic banks.

Subsequently, Shariah consistence would incorporate strides taken by the Islamic association to ease neediness and hardship, to maintain a strategic distance from harm to the earth, to dodge consumerist and deluding promotions. A sign of the "broadness of the Shariah" implied as a result of research is shown by “Khan (1994a)”. He recommends to facilitate organizations ought to advance the generally speaking target of the Shariah including securing the earth, keeping its agreements and guarantees, engendering of superior and invalidation of abhorrence, and donate towards the financial improvement of society. He attests that Islamic culture requires information on these matters and thusly bookkeepers ought to react to these requests by growing new ideas and strategies.

2.16 Estimation as well as Division of “Zakat”

An extremely extraordinary instance of Shariah is consistence and wealth circulation. In “conventional system”, income tax evasion is a noteworthy movement for bookkeepers. No thought is given to the way that a reduced amount of assessment implies less wealth dispersion and less cash for open advantage. Bookkeepers in the pretense of “tax consultants” spend their scholarly ability to profit a couple of assessee. In “Islam”, be that as it may, Zakat is a prime religious commitment on an indistinguishable level from required supplication. It
is a demonstration of respect, obligation and commitment to evaluate Zakat legitimately on the wealth and benefits of an element. Devout Muslims dependably endeavor to over instead of think little of “Zakat”, as any abundance is acknowledged to his record as willful philanthropy upon the arrival of judgment.

“Zakat assessment and collection” have been done since the Prophet's time. In “Islamic monetary framework”, “Zakat” is a foundation of open financial approach of in “Islamic State”. Indeed, even without a really Islamic rule, numerous “Muslim” nations have divisions collect and distribute “Zakat”. Henceforth, the capacity towards proper measurement of Zakat to guarantee that recipients get their lawful amount is an essential.

“Adnan and Gaffikin (1997)” support “Zakat” evaluation is the primary target of “Islamic accounting and financing”. Author observed responsibility showed "as how one can represent his or her Zakat commitments legitimately. “(p121)”. “Gambling and Karim(1986)” likewise recommend the way forward for “Islamic accounting and financing” is to build up the complete idea of Zakat . Actually, “Gambling and Karim (1986)” call attention to facilitate the prerequisite to enclose an alternate assessment arrangement of Zakat computation requires the framework to compute as per “Islamic system”.

The beneficiaries of “Zakat” are all around characterized in the “Quran” itself (fundamentally “poor and destitute”), anyone might be propelled to pay additional amount as opposed to a lesser amount of in light of the fact that the “Zakat payer” knows it will be generally utilized for “poor people and the penniless”. To make this a reality, notwithstanding, everybody want further instead of a smaller amount.

The “Zakat objective” be additionally supported through “AAOIFI (1996)” in their destinations of “financial accounting for Islamic Banks”. The objective of “financial report” to provide the accompanying sorts of Information to help the concerned party in the assurance of Zakat on the Islamic bank's assets and the reason for which it will be disbursed” (“AAOIFI, 1996, p28-29”).

The intention of appropriate “Zakat estimation” is significant to the point that the “AAOIFI” has twisted with a presentation summary on “Accounting for Zakat” (“Financial Accounting Standard No.11”) providing detailed designed for deciding the “Zakat base and the asset valuation” technique to be utilized. Facilitate, “Khan (1994a)” proposes that while “Zakat” is a commitment on all people (along with associations) when wealth exceeds specific amount every person (as well as associations) needs to maintain record of his
belongings to calculate Zakat properly. In this manner, the significance of Zakat evaluation is one of the essential targets of Islamic accounting and financing.

**Fair appropriation of riches between partners**

“Justice and Equity”; the primary destinations of Islamic system”. Facilitate, centralization of riches is demoralized by the “Quran” itself regardless of the possibility that this is lawfully done. Consequently, impartial dissemination of riches among partners would be a prime target of “Islamic system”. Equity in Islam intends to provide everybody’s own due as indicated by “Doi (1992)”.

Subsequently “accounting and financing” data ought to empower all clients to get what’s coming to them of riches created through an association. “Zakat” is an extraordinary activity discussed before. The unique worry at this point is the dissemination among investors/proprietors, chiefs as well as workers. “Conventional accounting and financing” veils conveyance over all that really matters through exchange valuing and other imaginative practices. In this way, the "above the bottom line" appropriation is particularly imperative, for example, the streams amongst local people and exiles, “Muslims and Non-Muslims”, the "laborers” plus supervisors. Chiefs be able to redirect assets as advantages and unreasonable compensation as share alternatives, rewards and cost accounts. Specifically, Islamic system ought to keep away from the issues of customary system related with unjust wealth circulations noted by Tinker (1985).

**2.17 Islamic Accounting and financing Systems**

Islamic system does not stay away from all strategies and systems connected in conventional system saying illicit yet it legitimizes every one of these things through the testing stone of Qur'an and Sunnah. Islamic system acknowledges a traditional technique on the off chance that it is not clashing with the qualities and standards of Shariah and rejects on the off chance that it clashes and it likewise consolidates some different standards and qualities not honed by customary representing foundation of equity. The essential standards representing rundown of financial transactions are as per the following (Ahmed, 1994): (an) Interest is precluded while exchange is allowed (subject to limitations), (b) Illegal or unjustified exchange is restricted, (c) Uncertainty (al-Gharar) in exchange contract is not permitted, (d) All exchanges must be helpful for welfare of all concerned. A few parts of Islamic accounting and financing practices are identified as underneath:
1. **International Accounting Standards (IAS)**

   “Accounting Standards are the norms of accounting strategies and practices” issued by the “Accounting bodies” for the direction of their members with respect to the treatment of things which puts forth up the “financial statements” and the disclosure in that (Hye, 2000). The IAS which is at present honed was created interest based western financial culture and condition. Be that as it may, Islamic associations, set up and worked in light of Islamic Shariah to accomplish an authentic target, work in an alternate domain utilizing distinctive financial instruments and play out a few exchanges which are obscure toward the western world. Subsequently, The “Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI)” is an Islamic universal independent not-for-benefit corporate body that was set up in Bahrain to get ready “accounting, auditing, governance, morals and Shariah measures for Islamic financial related establishments” and the business on 26th February, 1990 to accomplish the accompanying goals (1) to develop accounting and evaluating contemplations important to Islamic budgetary foundations; (2) to scatter accounting and auditing considerations pertinent to Islamic monetary establishments and its applications through preparing, workshops, distribution of periodical pamphlets, completing and appointing of research and different means; (3) to plan, declare and decipher accounting and auditing guidelines for Islamic monetary foundations; and (4) to survey and correct accounting and reviewing benchmarks for Islamic money related foundations.

2. **Accounting Cycle**

   The “order or sequence” in which accounting methods are performed is known as Accounting Cycle (Khan, 1995) or it is a procedure by which bookkeepers create an entity's financial statement for a particular timeframe (Horngren and Harrison, 1992). Accounting cycle is a sorted out approach to achieve the goal of bookkeeping destinations and which fundamentally comprises five stages recording (through journal), Classifying (through ledger), Summarizing (through Trial Balance), Preparation of financial statements and Interpretation and analysis of monetary explanations. In conventional system this accounting cycle might be connected completely for the money related exchanges just yet not for non-monetary exchanges. Islamic system records and gets ready reports identifying with a few exchanges which may not be conceivable to quantify as far as cash (for instance, ecological harms/corruption by the firm) and twofold system of bookkeeping framework may not be fittingly taken after for these sorts of exchanges in light of the fact that the firm for the most
part is not repaying anything to the group. In understanding and examination the bookkeepers ought to legitimize the execution of the association figuring new proportions with respect to commitment to representatives, and workers' advancement, commitment to society and furthermore to nature in connection to value included (Mirza and Baydoun, 2000).

3. **Readiness of Financial Statements**

Every substance gets ready distinctive financial statements according to the headings of law and of the necessities of the information of the clients of those announcements. These statements incorporate income statement, proprietor's value proclamation, cash flow statement and accounting report. In any case, Islamic system furthermore requires arrangement of: (a) Reports of Funds for Zakat and Their Uses specifying the wellsprings of assets for Zakat, strategies for its accumulation including controls to protect these assets and their uses; (b) Reports about disallowed Income and Expenses to uncover pay earned from precluded exchanges or sources and consumptions restricted by the Shariah and how those profit were discarded and furthermore the reasons for these ; (c) Social Responsibility Reports, and Human Resources Development Reports (“AAOIFI 3”). Some scholars recommended preparing value added statement which stresses substance execution from a group perspective rather than concentrating on proprietors, which is reliable with the Islamic view that organizations are responsible to the group (Napier, 2007). To speak to the precise money related position of the firm, Baydoun and Willett (2000) recommended planning current value asset report toward the end of the financial year.

4. **Managing Interest**

Interest is the predetermined settled charge on acquiring or contributing cash yet any exchanges identifying with interest (in any frame) is entirely restricted by Shariah. Subsequently, Islamic associations (banks) utilize elective methods of borrowings/ventures to address their issues of financing. The options are talked about underneath:

**a) Mudaraba (trust financing):** The bank goes about as an accomplice, giving money to the borrower and partaking in the net benefits and net losses of the business (Haqiqi and Pomeranz, 1987). The advance is for an undetermined period, in spite of the fact that the agreement might be revoked by either party. Kahf (1978) characterizes Mudaraba as: An Islamic instrument for bringing fiscal resources into generation action by changing them into genuine elements of creation thus of a joint activity between the proprietor of the asset and
the business visionary. As this technique, the bank supplies money to an operator for exchanging purposes and the borrower would contribute just his work and experience. A short time later, the net benefit is partitioned between the two gatherings as per the proportions concurred ahead of time in the agreement. If there should be an occurrence of misfortune from typical business causes or regular causes, be that as it may, the moneylender bears all the misfortune and the borrower gets no reward for his exertion. This is steady with the denial of a settled return, i.e., interest on one’s capital.

b) Murabah (cost-plus financing): The bank, as an accomplice, gives the back to obtaining products for a share of the benefit once the merchandise are sold. The bank could conceivably partake in any misfortunes caused. Reimbursement might be either in single amount or in portions. The bookkeeping sections for these exchanges are: the point at which the bank purchases merchandise and pays money; Debit-cost of products; and Credit-sum in bankers check (Cash); When the bank pitches the products to the customer on a conceded installment premise: Debit-Investment (cost-in addition to benefit), Credit-Cost of merchandise (cost) and Credit-Unearned benefit (overall revenue) (Hamat, 1994a).

c) Musharaka (Participation financing): Musharaka is another method of premium free financing where the bank and the customer consent to participate in an impermanent organization to impact a specific operation inside a concurred timeframe. Under this method of financing both sides add to the capital of the operation in shifting degrees, and consent to separate the net benefits/misfortunes really earned in the proportions settled upon ahead of time and beared losses as per their capital contribution.

d) Ijara (Rental/rent financing): Ijara might be characterized as an understanding whereby the lessor passes on the privilege to utilize a predetermined resource for the resident for a concurred timeframe consequently of a reasonable lease. In Ijara financing bank buys settled resources and permits the customers/organizations to use as an end-result of rental pay. There are two sorts of rent game plans; financial lease (A long-lasting lease where the renter gets the responsibility for resource) and working lease (A brief timeframe rent where the lessor holds the responsibility for resource).

e) Istisna (Manufacturing contract): Istisna is the Islamic vehicle for financing development or assembling undertakings, for example, flat structures, air ship, shipbuilding et cetera. It is an understanding whereby one party pays for merchandise to be made or pays
for something to be developed. The customer starts the procedure by communicating, to the bank, his craving to produce or develop a benefit at a particular cost. He gives point by point determinations of the thing to be made, developed or manufactured. A noteworthy component of Iistina is that it allows a financing exchange to occur in consistence with the Shariah despite the fact that the topic of the exchange does not exist at the season of the agreement. Another imperative element is that installments can either be quick or deferred.

f) Bai Salam: It is an agreement in full advance payment is made for merchandise to be conveyed at a future date, taking after Islam and Islamic Shariah. For Islamic banks this item is an ideal for agricultural financing. The fundamental reason for a Salam deal was to address the issues of little agriculturists who required back to develop their products (especially dates) and to bolster their families up to the season of reap. After the disallowance of riba (interest), they couldn't take usurious advances. Thusly they were permitted to offer their agrarian items ahead of time of the harvest.

There is no Shariah limitation with regards to income recognition or introduction. Be that as it may, if the overall revenue is attached to the loan fee, this is not allowed as it makes vulnerabilities. The tenants' aggregate rental payable or the banks' aggregate rental income fluctuates as indicated by changes in the rate of return of the bank. If there should arise an occurrence of back rent, rent receivable, less the overall revenue which is not gotten, ought to be recorded as fixed assets in the balance sheet, and for the situation of operating lease, the rent, resources ought to be recorded as fixed asset in financial statement of the lessor and deterioration for these advantages is given periodically (Hamat, 1994b).

2.18 Islamic Bank Transactions: Accounting Implications

The exchanges of Islamic banks have specific attributes that assistance to outline the utilization of accounting ideas. They may likewise have bookkeeping suggestions not the same as those of exchanges in traditional banks. This segment presents the idea of Islamic managing an account, recognizes the principle exchanges of Islamic banks and talks about the bookkeeping issues raised by these exchanges, as considered in the Islamic bookkeeping writing.

Islamic banks are those banks that take after Islamic Shariah in their business exchanges. In addition to other things, Shariah disallows managing in interest, gambling and undertaking theoretical exchanges the topic and result of which are obscure, while it obliges
exchanges to be legal (halal). Instead of managing in interest, Islamic banks use types of financial instruments, both in activating assets for their own operations and in giving money to their customers' operations that consent to the tenets and standards of Shariah (Archer and Karim, 2001, p.1). For financing exercises, Islamic banks use either mark up instruments, for example, Murabaha, Ijarah, Istisna and Salam, or profit loss sharing instruments, for example, Mudaraba (for this situation the bank is the speculator and the client goes about as Mudarib) and Musharaka (another type of association). Islamic banks embrace different exercises given by customary banks, for example, letters of credit, letters of guarantee and current accounts. To ensure that the religious desires of the individuals who manage Islamic banks have been met, Islamic banks select a religious evaluator. This might be a solitary counselor, as a rule alluded to as the Shariah expert, or may appear as a board called the Shariah Supervisory Board (SSB), which is more typical inside the Islamic managing an account group (Daoud, 1996). The duties of the Shariah Supervisory Board incorporate ex risk examining, ex post evaluating, the estimation and installment of Zakah, and advising bank on its bookkeeping polices (Karim, 1990b; Gambling et al, 1993). The rest of this segment examines the primary bookkeeping ramifications of Islamic managing an account.

2.19 Islamic System information

In organizations the proprietors and creditors are the most essential and pivotal clients of bookkeeping data. Be that as it may, in the present time "when partnerships run the world" (Korten, 1995), the association's utilization of public infrastructure and shared assets and their exercises have positive and negative impacts on different gatherings in the public eye and the earth. It is thusly fundamental that these substances have "open accountabilities" to different gatherings in the public arena (ASSC, 1975). It has progressively been perceived that notwithstanding the shareholders, other "partners", who have a stake in the association have rights to its bookkeeping data with the goal for them to survey the commitment of the association to society and to control their unsafe impacts.

Notwithstanding these improvements, customary bookkeeping in view of decision-usefulness keeps on offering priority to fund suppliers as the principle target gathering of bookkeeping data. The target of money related proclamations is to give data to "financial experts, lesers and others" (FASB, 1978). Indeed, even the current preparatory suggestions of the AICPA (1994) on enhancing business announcing still "seem to concentrate on
addressing the necessities of a subset of financial statement users who are fundamentally inspired by benefit and profits for ventures” (Sutton and Arnold, 1998).

From an Islamic point of view, any association is responsible to Allah for its activities. The Islamic idea of "taklif" or duty as indicated by limit would appear to demonstrate that bigger associations, devouring more assets magnified affecting others and would in this way be responsible for their exercises to society.

In Islamic history, numerous exercises, right now embraced by business enterprises were the obligation of the Islamic State. Given the present atmosphere of privatization, the obligation ought to be exchanged to these enterprises to the degree that already freely held assets are currently swung over to them with the end goal of proficiency and profitability. Subsequently, other client bunches in the public eye may rank equivalent in significance, if not more essential than shareholders and lenders. Promote, in Islam, as credit can't be stretched out to anyone under settled return terms (i.e. interest), advance leasers in the event that they exist by any means, would be QardanHasan (or kind advance) loan bosses. These could incorporate government giving delicate credits and allows, people or social orders given interest free advances to other Islamic associations (not really business associations). In the event that this culture, which is supported in Islam, winds up noticeably normal, then these generous banks would be another significant client gathering. They would have a privilege to guarantee that the association, to which they have loaned their cash, utilizes it appropriately and they are working in a reasonable way to guarantee the arrival of their credit.

In the event that the recommendation by Gambling and Karim (1986) for each Islamic bank to develop a considerable Zakat store is to be taken up by Islamic organizations, it must be represented, observed and reviewed independently from the business. Such bookkeeping would be conspicuous in Islamic bookkeeping. This will be because of the expanded request by Zakat recipients, payers and government administrative offices for bookkeeping data with respect to this store.

2.20 Disclosure and Presentation Aspects

Divulgence and presentation is two perspectives that important in financial statement. The primary target is to satisfy the obligations and commitments as per the Islamic Shariah. To accomplish this reason, an Islamic undertaking is relied upon to unveil at any rate:
i. Any prohibited exchanges they made;

ii. Zakat commitment they need to pay and have officially paid; and

iii. Social obligation, it would incorporate foundations, wages to workers, and natural security.

In any case, other than the distributional part of sources, Islam is likewise worried about the securing of those sources. Islam requires that the sources obtained ought to meet the class of halal (allowed). To accomplish this classification, those sources ought to be passable (halal) in nature and furthermore admissible during the time spent securing.

Mirza and Baydoun (2000) additionally proposed that the Islamic financial statement require an accentuation on straightforwardness and evasion of control, which is showed by the full disclosure guideline of Islamic corporate reports. In any case, Khan (1994) is skeptical about this standard particularly on firms unveiling negative data about themselves i.e. unjustifiable treatment of representatives, natural contamination, swindling income tax. Accordingly, Khan (1994) recommends that it is just sure exchanges, which are legitimate in the industrialist structure yet unlawful in the Islamic system (e.g. interest income, interest paid, investment without risk and other riba sort exchanges) that ought to be sufficiently disclosed in the financial statement of Islamic business firms.

2.21 The Need of Islamic System

An Islamic financial aspect depends on Shariah, the Islamic law, which oversees common and additionally religious movement. The fundamental target of Shariah is to guarantee general human prosperity and financial equity. It shows that all riches have a place with Allah and that people are only trustees of these riches, depended with it to understand the previously mentioned goals (Quran: 57: 7). The Islamic financial framework depends on the showing that "nobody ought to assert for himself what is essentially the formation of Allah or the result of another man's endeavors and abilities" (Haqiqi and Pomeranz, 1987). The framework is along these lines grounded intensely towards social equity.

Ibn 'Ashur (1966) has recorded a few destinations (or qualities) of the Shariah for Economic movement including (i) flow of wealth, (ii) security, (iii) genuineness, (iv) value, (v) respect of work and (vi) ethically separated utilization.
i. **Circulation of Wealth**

Riches ought to be circled generally and not held or amassed in a couple. The grouping of riches in the hands of the few can prompt awful social and political outcomes, which are counted somewhere else to support flow of riches, the Shariah empowers exchange. The Shariah supports commutative deals contracts and in this way empowers the accomplishment of an adapted economy instead of trade.

From, the profit side, the Shariah denies interest. Interest may prompt unmerited wealth gathering while at the same time maintaining a strategic distance from to a substantial degree, hazard that plagues the borrower. Interest both on purchaser and business credits is completely disallowed in Islam. The consequence of this is interest based system and fixed return securities which are the foundations of present day back and venture are completely precluded in Islam. Then again, value based association; shareholding and laud are taken into account industrialists to participate in a business wander with work to receive the benefits of gainful speculation. The main type of settled return permitted is the Murabaha (cost plus) contract which permits the offer of an item at a higher cost on a conceded premise than on spot on the guise this is to take care of for circumstance expense of the broker. The main type of credit is the interest free advance (Qardalhasan).

ii. **Security**

The Qur'an lifts up the adherents not to gobble up each other's properties in vanities yet trade in exchange or in goodwill. A controlled market framework, control of monopoly, public endowments and maybe internal auditing and control methods are fundamental to secure it. Denying the awkward from organization of their property and regulating it in trust for them is accommodated in Islam.

iii. **Authenticity**

Clear proof of proprietorship or of procuring the property and is accomplished either by having a composed as opposed to oral contract e.g. if there should be an occurrence of credit contracts or potentially having witnesses amid the making of an agreement. An entire string of fiqh decisions have been inferred to make up the Shariah law of agreements with respect to legitimacy, satisfaction of commitments, and cancelling. To build legitimacy of proprietorship, Islam obliges seeing of many contracts aside from those of spot exchanges.
iv. **Equity**

The Shariah demands a free focused market in which costs are controlled by free market activity. The Shariah likewise supports complete information symmetry, for instance, no deceitful marking or false or deluding portrayal is permitted. Storing and imposing business models are precluded. Traditional protection contracts in view of vulnerability and hypothesis and having a component of betting are denied. This is supplanted by “Takaful”, an insurance scheme in light of co-operative saving. Both public and private possession has their parts in an Islamic culture.

v. **Dignity of Labor**

Islam maintains the respect of work and legitimate attempts to acquire one's business and to accommodate one's family and relations. It urges one to work and disallows asking or living on advantage unless one can't work, the last ought to be bolstered from annuities from Zakat and different sources. The Shariah has underscored benefit or points of interest to individual as laborer or work as expressed underneath:

- For the individuals who don't have capital, Islam energizes Mudaraba where the work can join forces with the entrepreneur to do an industry or exchange and the benefits partaken in agreed ratio.
- Labour ought to be paid reasonable wages, which permits him the fundamental necessities of life. Employees should not to be given work beyond their ability and limit.

vi. **Prohibition of Immoral and Unsocial Contracts**

Venture and exchange businesses including items and administrations which are religiously and ethically unpardonable in Islam, for example, mixed beverages, tobacco, erotic entertainment, betting and interest based financing are announced haram (illegal and evil) and are precluded. This is to dishearten the development and spread of these ventures. All agreements must be clear and any unverifiable contract (gharar) e.g. purchasing the fish in the lake is unlawful. This is to dodge harm, conflict and disputes.
2.22 Factors Related to Islamic System

As prior specified, accounting and financing is an apparatus to accomplish certain destinations. To be helpful, it must be pertinent to its motivation. Islamic system might be more proper to accomplish the financial and religions targets of Islamic organizations and Muslim clients. On top of this, there are two classifies; the push and pull factors, that make Islamic system important:

1. Push Factors

These are characterized as those components that make conventional system unseemly for Muslim clients and Islamic associations. It is on account of the goals, qualities and disclosure strategies for regular bookkeeping emerge from certain basic philosophical values, which are normal for the Western culture. (Shahul, 2000). Encourage, these values are at some point conflicting to the estimations of Islamic culture. In that capacity, the behavioral ramifications of regular bookkeeping might be conflicting to that required by the Islamic Shariah and may undermine the targets for which Islamic associations have been set up.

2. Pull Factors

The Islamization of information is a scholarly development which intends to recast the present day teaches in the light and vision of Islam (Abu Sulayman, 1994). The present day disciplines which created from a Western common viewpoint which let Allah well enough alone are not reasonable for an Islamic lifestyle and thusly should be Islamized. Islamic financial matters is one such teach which has experienced a procedure of improvement in spite of the fact that not along the course recommended by the scholars of this development. The creator subscribes to the procedure of Islamization of information (despite the fact that having a few reservations about the techniques utilized as a part of accomplishing it) and therefore states that Islamic system emerge as a procedure of Islamizing ordinary bookkeeping. Since bookkeeping is a sociology worried with human conduct (regardless of the possibility that limited to the way toward purchasing, offering or holding shares), bookkeeping can't get away from the procedure of Islamization by guaranteeing to be specialized, neutral and value free discipline as asserted by professional accountants.
The foundation of Islamic associations which have diverse targets and operations requires the utilization of an alternative Islamic system as a responsibility instrument which will give stimulus to clients to carry on in a way reliable with the goals for which these organizations have been built up. In the event that customary system were utilized, there is a genuine probability that it would give data, which will energize conduct conflicting with those goals and estimations of Islam and along these lines obstruct the target of Islamic associations.

2.23 Conclusion

From the above review of different accounting studies, the issues of customary accounting can be summarized here. The destinations of customary Accounting in light of decision usefulness may not be adequate from an Islamic perspective since it looks to focus and gather riches to specific areas of society i.e. shareholders and lenders. Neither the assumptions of unblemished liberal economy democracy nor the created trade economy with a created securities exchange is legitimate for some Muslim nations. The accounting standards on which traditional accounting reports are readied might be inadmissible for the immediate and aberrant impartial dissemination of riches and the computation of Zakat which is one of the most standout amongst the imperative goal of “Islamic Accounting”. The issue with historic cost income models turns out to be more dangerous in a Muslim domain where benefit is the principle methods for finding out divisible returns to fund suppliers as interest is disallowed. The negative monetary and social outcomes of customary accounting on the earth, society and people are inadmissible from an Islamic perspective. Conventional management accounting frameworks may prompts conduct which is useless as far as authoritative objective accomplishment as well as far as the good and moral outcomes of individual and group Islamic behavior.

The dialog of accounting and financing ideas from the Islamic viewpoint discovers many fascinating issues. The translation of the primary bookkeeping ideas is influenced by the standards of Shariah. For instance, there are diverse destinations for accounting and financing, as the idea of responsibility is more extensive from the Islamic viewpoint.

As a lifestyle, Islam has an incredible worry for business exercises. Since business is firmly identified with financial issues which include a wide and complex region, a solitary instrument e.g. Zakat, would not be adequate to take care of those issues. Truth be told, it
needs all the vital instruments that can be utilized to make progress (falah). Thusly, this would be suitable to coordinate Islamic accounting and financing towards the accomplishment of Islamic financial target of falah. Consequently, in outlining an Islamic system framework, its destinations and qualities ought to have the capacity to coordinate the undertaking not exclusively to give a genuine picture of the venture additionally to urge them to be \textit{Ihsan (benevolent)} and discourage them to be unjust.

Consequently, the destinations, clients, qualities and disclosures required by Islamic system to be not the same as conventional system. The Islamic target of ‘Maslaha’ “consists of prohibiting or permitting something on the basis of whether or not it serves the public's benefit or welfare” focuses towards a more social oriented accounting and financing particularly for substantial associations. Moreover, the denial of interest results in the nonattendance or diminishment of debt financing. The ideas of responsibility required that there is a requirement for new benefit sharing models in accounting and financing to fairly represent diverse classes of equity based investors (particularly in banks). Maybe furthermore, to keep away from a propensity towards materialistic independence, benefits ought to be decentered in an Islamic framework. Maybe consequently, another accounting and financing report fusing non-money related measures, which measure all the record of Islamic association as opposed to its fiscal execution, ought to be formulated. Islamic system likewise needs to report any exercises attempted by the association, which are disallowed by the Shariah, in addition to other financial exchanges not normally reported in conventional accounting and financing reports. This information will empower clients to guarantee that their Islamic associations are working inside Islamic parameters.

This study has gathered these components as the "push elements” for the advancement of an “Islamic system” as these elements "push out" “Conventional system” from being an appropriate detailing and estimation instrument for Muslims and Islamic associations. This study assessed the “pull factors”; the hypothetical and pragmatic variables underlying the need to build up an alternative “Islamic framework”
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